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The mission of the APA Committee on Socioeconomic Status (CSES) shall be to further the major purpose of the APA “to advance psychology as a science and a profession and as a means of promoting health, education and human welfare” by ensuring that issues of socioeconomic status receive the full attention of the Association. The committee will identify and act as a catalyst in the Association’s efforts to address issues of SES and promote appropriate attention to SES in psychological research and practice. In this regard, the committee shall:

(a) collect information and documentation concerning SES;

(b) promote scientific understanding of the roles of poverty and SES in health, education and human welfare;

(c) develop approaches to the application of psychology that take into account the effects of SES on psychological development and well-being; and

(d) advocate for social policy that will alleviate or reduce the disparities between SES groups.
Methodology and Procedure

For the purposes of this project, the term *health disparities* refers to the differences between one population and another in terms of overall rate of disease incidence, prevalence, morbidity, mortality, or survival. Health disparities additionally refers to physical and psychosocial conditions that contribute to differences in 1) environment, 2) access to, utilization of, and quality of care, 3) health status, or 4) a particular health outcome. Furthermore, a social justice lens is used in the development of this bibliography and its exploration of physical and psychosocial factors that shape health to reflect continuing shifting trends among researchers seeking to meet the needs of the changing population.

Mindful of these definitions, the authors chose representative articles published within the last 10 years (2004 – 2014) with a relation to health disparities and poverty. In searching for materials to include in the bibliography, the authors carried out keyword searches. Search terms included *health disparities* and *societal factors, poverty, stress, socioeconomic status, systemic, psychosocial risk factors, behavioral health, mental health, lifespan, and cultural awareness*. The following search engines were included: Annual Review, AMED: Allied and Complementary Medicine, AIDS and Cancer Research Abstracts, Academic Search Complete, Medline, OVID, PILOTS Database, Psychiatry Online, PsychNET, Psych INFO, PubMed, SAGE Journals Online, Science Direct, Wiley Online Library. The bibliography contains listings of relevant books, research and technical reports, and scholarly literature. However, given the size of the literature on this topic, this bibliography provides only a purposeful sampling. An initial review of this literature indicated a structure for the annotated bibliography surrounding the headings around which the annotated bibliography is organized.
Poverty, Health Disparities, and Social Justice


 In the United States, one of the wealthiest countries in the world, it is increasingly evident that not all citizens, much less all residents, enjoy the benefits of our gross domestic product or national income. Poverty and hunger are tolerated. Health is one of the aspects in which we lag behind. People of different backgrounds face many of the same health risks, but they also have concerns unique to their racial, ethnic, cultural, or communal roots. An understanding of these differences and formulation of appropriate responses requires a willingness to look more closely. Disparities in access to health care or in the comprehensiveness and the quality of services within existing health care delivery systems require interventions that are social, economic, environmental, or occupational. These investigators have examined concerns related to stigma, social support, lack of home, and deficient cultural understanding by providers. Individually and collectively, they provide readers with further understanding of the persistent challenges of responding to health disparities.


 The existence of significant health disparities beyond those associated with race/ethnicity, poverty, and lack of health care has drawn the attention of researchers to the "challenge of the gradient." Studies progressed from describing cross-sectional associations between disease risk and a single aspect of social disadvantage to identifying mechanisms by which these associations occur, encompassed objective and subjective measures of social status and stress processes, and used multilevel, dynamic models over the life course. The next stage is developing effective interventions targeting both the bases of disadvantage and the mediating pathways to reduce persistent disparities.
Examining the Complexities Between Health Disparities and Poverty


Eliminating health disparities is a *Healthy People* goal. Given the diverse and sometimes broad definitions of health disparities commonly used, a subcommittee convened by the Secretary's Advisory Committee for *Healthy People 2020* proposed an operational definition for use in developing objectives and targets, determining resource allocation priorities, and assessing progress. Based on that subcommittee's work, we propose that health disparities are systematic, plausibly avoidable health differences adversely affecting socially disadvantaged groups; they may reflect social disadvantage, but causality need not be established. This definition, grounded in ethical and human rights principles, focuses on the subset of health differences reflecting social injustice, distinguishing health disparities from other health differences also warranting concerted attention, and from health differences in general. We explain the definition, its underlying concepts, the challenges it addresses, and the rationale for applying it to United States public health policy.


Poverty is a serious threat for human beings and their well-being. People are simply unable to live a good life when they are faced with severe problems, e.g., bad education, poor housing, poor sanitation, poor hygiene, or malnourishment. However, one of the most urgent problems with regard to poverty is bad access to primary health care and the allocation of health care resources for millions of people around the world. These people are deprived of human flourishing, and life is for them, in general, "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short." In this chapter, I present an ethical argument that shows that people have a moral right to primary health care, and that wealthy developed countries are morally obligated to help the needy. Primary health care, and hence access to it is, as I will argue, a global public good that is protected by human dignity and the human right of protection from unwarranted bodily harm.

This paper presents a “Cliff Analogy” illustrating three dimensions of health intervention to help people who are falling off the cliff of good health: providing health services, addressing the social determinants of health, and addressing the social determinants of equity. In the terms of the analogy, health services include an ambulance at the bottom of the cliff, a net or trampoline halfway down, and a fence at the top of the cliff. Addressing the social determinants of health involves the deliberate movement of the population away from the edge of the cliff. Addressing the social determinants of equity acknowledges that the cliff is three-dimensional and involves interventions on the structures, policies, practices, norms, and values that differentially distribute resources and risks along the cliff face. The authors affirm that we need to address both the social determinants of health, including poverty, and the social determinants of equity, including racism, if we are to improve health outcomes and eliminate health disparities.


Five key points in this chapter: (1) Ill-health is a site of social injustice: social inequalities create unequal chances and experience of ill-health causing profound, widespread, needless suffering. (2) Relative poverty cross cut by further dimensions to social inequality is centrally implicated in unequal chances and experience of ill-health. (3) Because of the disadvantaged circumstances in which most service users live, they experience high rates of ill-health and often face inferior treatment and care. (4) Social work policy and practice can compound inequalities in health to the detriment of service users' well-being. (5) Across all settings, social work which explicitly targets inequality in ill-health and addresses unequal social conditions, can contribute to tackling service users' unequal chances and experience of ill-health.
Examining the Complexities Between Health Disparities and Poverty


The inverse relationships between socioeconomic status (SES) and unhealthy behaviors such as tobacco use, physical inactivity, and poor nutrition have been well demonstrated empirically but encompass diverse underlying causal mechanisms. These mechanisms have special theoretical importance because disparities in health behaviors, unlike disparities in many other components of health, involve something more than the ability to use income to purchase good health. Based on a review of broad literatures in sociology, economics, and public health, we classify explanations of higher smoking, lower exercise, poorer diet, and excess weight among low-SES persons into nine broad groups that specify related but conceptually distinct mechanisms. The lack of clear support for any one explanation suggests that the literature on SES disparities in health and health behaviors can do more to design studies that better test for the importance of the varied mechanisms.


This is a special themed issue on health disparities. Health disparities are noted by differences in environment, access to care, or health status. Beyond differences however, a determination should be made whether disparities, or inequalities, are also inequitable or unjust. It is the inequity that should stimulate social action and policy. Racial and ethnic minority groups in the United States, rural populations, and those of low socioeconomic status have been recognized as groups that experience health disparities and have been a priority in U.S. policy efforts. The research articles in this issue focus on racial and ethnic health disparities affecting African American and Latino populations. Studies focus on efforts to promote health, reduce health risks, and understand the context in which health disparities occur.
Poverty, Health Disparities and Measurement


Neighborhood context may be representative of more than one factor as it pertains to the etiology of mental health outcomes. Social context, physical (exposure to violence), and economic (work opportunities) are additional factors that can fall within the overarching framework of neighborhood context. Authors of this study identified neighborhood features associated with differential risk for depressive and anxiety disorders (DAD) across racial/ethnic groups. Using a nationally representative data sample from the Collaborative Psychiatric Epidemiology Studies (CPES –Gecode file, N=13,837), authors found evidence that neighborhood features associated with risk for DAD vary across racial/ethnic groups, and possibly sub-ethnicity. Neighborhood features will vary in risk of DAD depending on individual race/ethnicity and, therefore, may affect neighborhood mental health outcomes, indicating a need for future studies examining the mechanisms by which these neighborhood characteristics differ in their impact on mental health outcomes.


This article sought to determine whether childhood health disparities are best understood as effects of race, socioeconomic status (SES), or synergistic effects of the two. Researchers aggregated data from the National Health Interview Survey 1994 of US children aged 0 to 18 years (n=33911) were used. SES was measured as parental education. Child health measures included overall health, limitations, and chronic and acute childhood conditions. Results: For overall health, activity and school limitations, and chronic circulatory conditions, the likelihood of poor outcomes increased as parental education decreased. The findings suggest that lifestyle characteristics (e.g., cultural norms for health behaviors) of low-SES Hispanic and Asian children may buffer them from health problems. Future interventions that seek to bolster these characteristics among other low-SES children may be important for reducing childhood health disparities.

This article analyzed geocoded public health surveillance data including events from birth to death (c. 1990) linked to 1990 census tract (CT) poverty data for Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Results: For virtually all outcomes, risk increased with CT poverty, and when we adjusted for CT poverty racial/ethnic disparities were substantially reduced. For half the outcomes, more than 50% of cases would not have occurred if population rates equaled those of persons in the least impoverished CTs. In the early 1990s, persons in the least impoverished CT were the only group meeting Healthy People 2000 objectives a decade ahead. Geocoding and use of the CT poverty measure permit routine monitoring of US socioeconomic inequalities in health, using a common and accessible metric.


Socioeconomic status (SES) is frequently implicated as a contributor to the disparate health observed among racial/ethnic minorities, women and elderly populations. Findings from studies that examine the role of SES and health disparities, however, have provided inconsistent results. This is due in part to the: 1) lack of precision and reliability of measures; 2) difficulty with the collection of individual SES data; 3) the dynamic nature of SES over a lifetime; 4) the classification of women, children, retired and unemployed persons; 5) lack of or poor correlation between individual SES measures; and 6) and inaccurate or misleading interpretation of study results. Choosing the best variable or approach for measuring SES is dependent in part on its relevance to the population and outcomes under study. Many of the commonly used compositional and contextual SES measures are limited in terms of their usefulness for examining the effect of SES on outcomes in analyses of data that include population subgroups known to experience health disparities. This article describes SES measures, strengths and limitations of specific approaches and methodological issues related to the analysis and interpretation of studies that examine SES and health disparities.
Intersections: Across the Lifespan


This article examines the need to understand health disparities; how they emerge and how they can be eliminated. The authors reflect on the progression of research on socioeconomic status (SES) and health, examining trends over the span of five distinct eras. They review the methods used throughout each era, providing discussion specific to the approaches and mechanisms used within each era and, subsequently, how those mechanisms provide for a framework of greater complexity in later eras.


Little is known about childhood socioeconomic status exposures and when they matter most, specifically how long they last, what behavioral, psychological, or physiological pathways link the childhood socioeconomic experience to adult health, and which specific adult health outcomes are vulnerable to childhood socioeconomic status exposures. This article provides discussion of the evidence supporting the link between childhood and adolescent socioeconomic status and adult health. Various environmental, behavioral, and physiological pathways that might explain how early socioeconomic status would influence adult health are explored.

Daly, M. (2012). Letter to the Editor: The midlife peak in distress amongst the disadvantaged and existing ideas about mental health inequalities over the lifespan. Psychological Medicine, 42, 215-216. doi:10.1017/S003329171100224

There are currently two competing hypotheses conceptualizing mental health inequalities over the lifespan: “1) mental health inequalities increase continually over the lifespan (cumulative disadvantage hypothesis), and 2) mental health inequalities converge with age potentially as a result of selective mortality amongst the disadvantaged
(age-as-a-leveler hypothesis)”. In this letter to the editor Michael Daly comments on Lang et al., 2011 which examined data from over 100,000 people to provide the first substantive evidence to show that “age-related changes in psychosocial distress differ as a function of income. Specifically, distress, psychiatric diagnosis and the use of psychiatric medicine were found to peak sharply in midlife primarily amongst those in the bottom 20% of the income distribution”.


Poverty is a powerful factor that can alter lifetime developmental trajectories in cognitive, socioemotional, and physical health outcomes. Most explanatory work on the underlying psychological processes of how poverty affects development has focused on parental investment and parenting practices, principally responsiveness. Our primary objective in this article was to describe a third, complementary pathway—chronic stress and coping—that may also prove helpful in understanding the developmental impacts of early childhood poverty throughout life. Disadvantaged children are more likely than their wealthier peers to confront a wide array of physical stressors (e.g., substandard housing, chaotic environments) and psychosocial stressors (e.g., family turmoil, separation from adult caregivers). As exposure to stressors accumulates, physiological response systems that are designed to handle relatively infrequent, acute environmental demands are overwhelmed. Chronic cumulative stressors also disrupt the self-regulatory processes that help children cope with external demands.


Authors of this paper discuss the life course health development (LCHD) model; its evolution and influence in research from a developmental perspective across the ages and stages of the life span as well as its impact on decision making for maternal and child health policy and practice. The paper address three distinct sections: the past, present, and future- all with an over-arching lens of life course health development and health outcomes for the next generation. Discussion on multiple risk factors including low socioeconomic status (SES) and longitudinally focused solutions such as the Affordable Care Act are provided.

This study examines the relationship between neighborhoods of residence in young adulthood and health in mid-to-late life in the United States. The study takes place in the United States between 1968-2005 and samples individuals ages 20-30 across a 38 year period of time using The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Findings indicate that “disparities in neighborhood conditions in young adulthood account for one-quarter of the variation in mid-to-late life health. Living in poor neighborhoods during young adulthood is strongly associated with negative health outcomes in later-life”. The study also finds racial differences in health status in mid-to-late life associated with family and neighborhood socioeconomic conditions earlier in life.

**Intersections: Mothers, Children, Youth, and Families**


To describe income levels and the prevalence of major hardships among women during or just before pregnancy. This study analyzed 2002–2006 population-based postpartum survey data from California’s Maternal and Infant Health Assessment (n = 18,332) and 19 states participating in CDC’s Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (n = 143,452) to examine income and several hardships (divorce/separation, domestic violence, homelessness, financial difficulties, spouse/partner’s or respondent’s involuntary job loss or incarceration, and, in California only, food insecurity and no social support) during/just before pregnancy. These findings paint a disturbing picture of experiences around the time of pregnancy in the United States for many women giving birth and their children, particularly because 60% had previous births. The high prevalence of low income and of serious hardships during pregnancy is of concern, given previous research documenting the adverse health consequences of these experiences and recognition of pregnancy as a critical period for health throughout the life course.
In this chapter we discuss the: definition of poverty and financial stress; definition of household food insecurity; prevalence of food insecurity in children in countries with developed and developing economies; impact of household food insecurity on well-being in children (health, mental, social well-being); relationship between socio-economic disadvantage, poverty and food insecurity and the prevalence of obesity in children; possible explanations for the overlap between poverty, household food insecurity and obesity in children; social, economic and public health policies to address childhood poverty and household food insecurity—can they have an impact on obesity in children?


Poverty presents risks to children's health and education, and these risks have been targeted by policy and intervention for decades. Increasingly, such action is focusing on early childhood as a critical period in the creation and maintenance of socioeconomic disparities in health and education, reflecting the insights of theoretical models from psychology and sociology as well as econometric cost-benefit analyses of extant programs. This chapter makes the case for other kinds of advances in this area with a review of past research and theory, statistical analysis of nationally representative data on American children, and qualitative analysis of data from parents and teachers in a single public pre-K setting. Such advances include expanding the conception and measurement of poverty to include nonincome aspects of parents' human capital, like maternal education, and recognizing that the potential feedback between health and education requires that efforts to address one should also consider the other.


This cross-sectional study examines the relationship between housing insecurity and health in children younger than age 3. Housing insecurity is defined in this study as distinct from homelessness, with the purpose of identifying the less visible children who are vulnerable to multiple health risks and whose growth and development may be at risk due to insecure housing. Authors discuss the associations found between housing insecurity and measures of poor health, growth and...
development collected among a sample of 22069 low income caregivers of children younger than age 3 who were seen in 7 US urban medical centers. Findings indicate housing insecurity is associated with multiple risk factors. Discussion on preventative measures and policy planning to alleviate these conditions is provided.


Growing up in poverty is associated with reduced cognitive achievement as measured by standardized intelligence tests, but little is known about the underlying neurocognitive systems responsible for this effect. We administered a battery of tasks designed to tax-specific neurocognitive systems to healthy low and middle SES children screened for medical history and matched for age, gender and ethnicity. Higher SES was associated with better performance on the tasks, as expected, but the SES disparity was significantly nonuniform across neurocognitive systems. Pronounced differences were found in Left perisylvian/Language and Medial temporal/Memory systems, along with significant differences in Lateral/Prefrontal/Working memory and Anterior cingulate/Cognitive control and smaller, nonsignificant differences in Occipitotemporal/Pattern vision and Parietal/Spatial cognition.


In the United States, the numbers of impoverished women with children and no cash safety net are increasing and constitute an emerging population. Many have exhausted cash benefits from Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, the work-based welfare program that replaced Aid to Families With Dependent Children in 1996. We examine empirical evidence about poverty and use of welfare programs in the United States, jobs for women on welfare, the consequences of leaving welfare, health disparities disproportionate to those of the general population, and outcomes for children of needy families. It is important that public health researchers investigate the experiences of the families for whom Temporary Assistance for Needy Families has failed.

A host of recent studies show that growing up in poverty can shape the wiring and even the physical dimensions of a young child's brain, with negative effects on language, learning, and attention. Those findings raise important policy questions in areas ranging from education and health to juvenile justice and social welfare, researchers said at a Capitol Hill briefing organized by American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). Recent technological advances, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, are giving neuroscientists a window into some of the brain's deepest structures and innermost workings. Related studies suggest disparities in brain function between low-income and higher-income children. Developing strategies to address these issues would require broad shifts in public policy. Even without that, the researchers said that parents and caregivers can have a constructive impact just by talking and reading to their children and doing what they can to build a sense of security.


Using self-administered questionnaires among a sample of 131 mothers, this cross-sectional study examines sedentary lifestyle behaviors among low-income mothers of young children and the concurrent relationship with mental health status and family environmental factors (including lack of leisure time physical activity and high rates of television viewing). Results of this study provide important information regarding key factors in promoting an active lifestyle among low-income mothers and their young children, including intervention ideas and discussion on ways to address behaviors of sedentary lifestyle.


Using data from the American Board of Pediatrics and the Claritas’ Pop-Facts Database, this study scrutinizes zip code characteristics (geographic access) in correlation with distance to pediatric subspecialty care. Whereas previous literature provides discussion on topics of pediatric primary care and geographic access, little is known regarding the pediatric population and subspecialty care. Authors discuss geographic barriers including rural residence and poverty as risk factors that may compound financial access barriers when seeking pediatric subspecialty care.
Findings indicate that geographic barriers may limit access to financially vulnerable populations, with rural and small metropolitan areas of the US as distant from nearly all pediatric subspecialists. Discussion on the implications of these results is offered.


This chapter provides discussion on the family stress model as one of the most widely used models in explaining the relationship between child mental health and economic disadvantage. The author subsequently reviews this model within the context of the New Hope Program – an antipoverty, work-based intervention designed to improve the lives of low-income families by increasing employment and income. Hypothesized pathways of influence regarding the family stress model within the setting of the New Hope Program are discussed. Additionally, information collected from the program at two-year, five-year, and eight-year follow-up points are provided. Interpretation of this information and implication for future policy implementation and areas of research are offered.


This study examines trends in the prevalence of overweight among adolescents 12-17 years of age in 4 nationally representative, cross-sectional data sets which spanned from 1971-2004 according to family poverty status. The purpose of the study contains two primary goals: 1) to test the hypothesis that the disparity in overweight has widened among US adolescents and 2) to examine the potential role of behaviors related to energy intake and energy expenditure in disparities of adolescent overweight (i.e. sweetened beverage consumption, eating out, snacking between meals). Conclusions indicate an increase in overweight for the age group of 15-17 years in families living below the poverty line.
Results and possible reasons for this trend are discussed. Charts and figures are additionally provided. Furthermore, physical inactivity, high consumption of sweetened beverages, and breakfast skipping may be candidate targets for prevention programs aimed at reducing this recently emerged disparity.


The influence of socioeconomic status (SES) on health has been documented across the life span, beginning early and showing lasting signs well into later adulthood. For youths, various factors have been suggested to play a role in the association between SES and health (i.e. physical and social environment, family factors, parent psychological characteristics). Previous studies have used a psychosocial approach to explain the relationship between these various factors, SES, and the health of youth. Authors of this study chose to integrate the psychosocial approach of analysis with the additional understanding of the physical environment contributors to SES. Focusing on the two most commonly documented health concerns in the childhood and adolescent age group, asthma and obesity, authors propose a model that includes a) multiple levels of influence (neighborhood, family, person); b) social and physical environment; c) and the dynamic relationship between these factors. Interactions within the model and future directions pertaining to the use of the model in research are discussed.


The study examines multiple logistic regression models in relation to child health status and developmental risk (based on parent concerns about development). The profiles are also examined in relation to three measures of basic access to health care: telephone contact with a physician, well-child visit in the past year, and missed or delayed needed care. The findings of this study demonstrate a dose-response relationship of higher risk profiles with poorer child health status and higher developmental risk. Because children with higher profiles of risk are also more likely to lack access to care, this suggests that children who most need care have the greatest difficulty obtaining it. Addressing health gradients for vulnerable children will require explicit attention to these multiple, overlapping risk factors.
Authors of this study examine the impact of multiple maternal and child health programs on health outcomes (including health status and health care use). The purpose of this study is to identify gaps and understand outcome measures in federal programs for families with low SES designed to address disparities in maternal and child health. The authors conduct a review of the recent evaluations of federal programs over the last 5 years. Inclusion criteria resulted in 20 peer-reviewed studies published between 2006-2011. There are 4 main categories of outcomes: 1) Birth and Infant outcomes, 2) Breastfeeding, 3) Maternal Health and 4) Unintended Pregnancy. Discussion of findings of the review, opportunities for future improvements, and reflection on initiatives for program implementation are provided.

**Intersections: Aging**


With a focus on older adults, this chapter seeks to emphasize how health disparities can add up over the course of a lifetime. Authors discuss the impact that can occur when multiple risk factors and disadvantages combine (e.g., race/gender) to produce large health disparities in older adults. A summary of health disparities in older adults is provided and the suggestion for a fundamental cause perspective as one solution towards policy making to eliminate health disparities is discussed. The chapter concludes with suggestions on new pathways for research designed for both prevention and treatment, thereby improving health and reducing health disparities in older adults.


Research shows the strong link between isolation and falling into poverty as well as the risk of seniors outliving their savings. In this compelling book, staff members from the satellite housing program share their stories of working with
socially isolated seniors. They discuss 12 factors that lead to social isolation such as physical health and disabilities, behavioral and cognitive health issues, gender disparities, minority sexual orientation, loss of partners, friends and pets, and language barriers. The book provides checks, facts sheets and quizzes to help readers identify seniors at-risk for social isolation. How to sections in each chapter provide practical ideas for actions for individuals and groups.


This study examines the relationship between socioeconomic status in early life (age 18) and physical activity in later life (age 65). Data from the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (WLS) was examined from 1957 to 2004. A multi-group structural equation model was used to estimate mediating pathways across the life course. The analysis incorporated measurement models based on multiple indicators of socioeconomic status, health problems, and physical activity. Results and findings indicated a need for interventions aimed towards optimal physical functioning that begin in midlife, if not earlier.


This chapter reflects on the major changes that have taken place in the understanding of disease, health, and aging over the past decade as a result of the increased complexity in the way research decision-making has developed regarding these variables (i.e. the role of the internet in making data and international collaboration commonplace). Previously, most of the work on aging focused on the study of aging health and disease from a perspective of adult development. However, authors argue that unless a treatment for a major aging disease such as Alzheimer’s is found, the aforementioned methodological paradigm shift will not yield major changes in the field of aging but rather will be linked to changes resulting from the continual increase of aging baby boomers. Since the variables of the baby boomers population are already known, it is unlikely that health and income disparities will change in this group.

This chapter discusses previous research that looks at the interrelationship between health disparities, social class, and aging as these areas relate to the psychological dimensions of the human condition. The authors consider studies on these topics in the fields of medical, biomedical, sociology, and public health in order to understand these health disparities in the context of the changing demographics in the US, and the increasing diversity and number of minority populations, so that better delivery of health care practices can be offered to minorities. Areas covered are SES and health, distribution of chronic conditions, acute conditions and disability, bio-behavioral explanations of health disparities, the role of genetics in health disparities research and new challenges.


This chapter begins with a discussion on the landmark report titled Unequal Treatment (Smedley, Stith, & Nelson, 2003) and its use by the Institute of Medicine to demonstrate the role of a social and cultural context in defining health disparities beyond the influence of socioeconomic status (SES). Using this discussion as a starting point, authors then highlight key issues and constructs for readers to consider, specifically focusing on race, ethnicity, culture, aging, gender issues, and why these issues are important for health psychologists to consider. Research opportunities in health psychology, diversity, and aging, as well as setting an agenda for the future are discussed at the end of each chapter.

**Intersections: Race and Culture**


This article discusses the concept of communalism – defined as a culturally independent relational style, often difficult to operationalize – alongside of ethnicity and socioeconomic status (SES) and compares these factors to prenatal mental health and physiology. Authors address the question: How do culture, ethnicity, and SES compare and interact as predictors of maternal prenatal emotional health (perceived stress, anxiety, and depressive symptoms) and physiology (systolic and diastolic Blood Pressure), specifically for ethnic minorities facing SES disadvantage?
The sample included 297 African American and European American women in a study conducted over a 5 year span (1997-2002) in two hospital settings in Southern California. Findings indicate that the effects of communalism suggest a communal cultural orientation. For example, communalism was shown to eliminate ethnic and SES differences in blood pressure. Authors provide discussion on the implications of culture as a determinant of maternal prenatal health and well-being. Suggestions for further research on ethnic and SES inequalities in health are provided.


Cultural Variations in Psychopathology: from research to practice is a comprehensive book that looks at the importance of culture in mental health from research to diagnosis to treatment. Prevalence rates in psychopathology differ by group as does the meaning that groups assign to symptoms of mental illness. This book, written by leading experts, is a valuable tool for anyone working with minority populations as it gives practical examples involving various ethnic minority groups in the U.S. and Europe.


In Unequal Health, author Grace Budrys provides a unique perspective on the contribution of inequality towards health or illness by moving beyond factors that are readily identifiable (smoking, diet, exercise) and examining hard to identify factors such as income and social status. Budrys, a professor of sociology at DePaul University, investigates various social categories such as sex, race, poverty, and their effect on health. Drawing on a review of recent articles in the literature, public reports, and a wide range of publications, Budrys places emphasis on an easy to follow discussion surrounding relevant findings that contribute to this important public health issue.

The aim of this paper is to reduce disparities in chronic disease outcomes by suggesting a focus in research on health awareness in racial/ethnic minority and other underserved populations. Using biomarker data from the 2006 Health and Retirement Study, authors explore an alternative definition of awareness (in hypertension and diabetes) among a sample of African-Americans and Latinos and non-Latino Whites. Findings based on the alternative definition of awareness indicate higher levels of unawareness among racial/ethnic minorities versus non-Latino Whites. Implications of these findings and suggestions for future research are provided.


In the United States, low-income immigrant groups experience greater health disparities and worse health-related outcomes than Whites, including but not limited to higher rates of type 2 diabetes (T2DM). The prevention and adequate management of T2DM are, to a great extent, contingent on access to healthy food environments. This exploratory study examines “upstream” antecedent factors contributing to “downstream” health disparities, with a focus on disparities in the structural sources of T2DM risk, especially food environments. The target group is Latino immigrants receiving services from a non-profit organization (NGO) in Northern California. We find that while participants identify T2DM as the greatest health problem in the community, access to healthy foods is severely restricted, geographically, culturally, and economically, with 100% of participants relying on formal or informal food assistance and local food stores offering limited variety of healthy foods and at unaffordable prices.

Research has shown that social support from both kinship and community is an important determinant of health. This study examines one aspect of neighborhood structure among older Mexican Americans reflective of this type of community support known as the Barrio Advantage. Barrio communities have been compared to inner-city communities, possessing communalities such as very high rates of poverty typically paralleled with low levels of formal education. Mexican American neighborhoods (Barrios), however, have been shown to have differentiating aspects from other high-poverty neighborhoods. Using a sample of 3,050 Mexican Americans, 65 years and older and across a 7 year time span, authors investigated older Mexican Americans living in these Barrios to see if they experienced increased morbidity and mortality compared to Mexican Americans living in low density areas. Results indicated that, for older Mexican Americans, morbidity and mortality are lowest in neighborhoods with high proportions of Mexican Americans, suggesting that the negative effects within poverty and disadvantage are contradicted by the positive effects of the Barrio Advantage.


Health literacy has been defined by the National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL, 2003) as encompassing three main types of literacy: 1) prose literacy, knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information gathered from texts (e.g., brochures); 2) document literacy, knowledge and skills needed to search, understand, and use various formats of continuous text (e.g., food and drug labels); and 3) quantitative literacy, knowledge and skills that require basic mathematical skills to perform quantitative tasks (e.g., balancing a checkbook). This article provides an overview of essential background information on elderly immigrant health literacy issues, the barriers and contributing factors to poor health care outcomes or poor health care use for immigrants including income and poverty. Authors identify and define characteristics of this growing population, including factors pertaining to physical health, mental health, substance use, income and poverty, social support, immigration issues and more. Discussion regarding the influence of health literacy and suggestions for health literacy programs and promotion among elderly immigrants and those who care for them is provided.

Appalachian culture is characterized by a unique history with environmental and cultural factors that may influence health, and therefore health disparities. This study focuses on the area of rural Appalachia and provides a comparison of rural Appalachia to other rural areas within the same state. While disparities are reflective of general conditions found in disadvantaged socioeconomic areas, some may be unique factors due to the history, geography, and culture of the area. The overarching goal of this study is to identify effects that may be specific to Appalachia, effects that exist beyond the general conditions.


This article researches health care organizations in San Diego, Miami-Dade County, and central New Jersey with the purpose of examining the intersection between the needs of immigrants, social service organizations, and the programs provided. In order to better understand the needs - including the fundamental and critical SES needs of immigrants - researchers conducted audio taped, semi-structured interviews with clinicians, managers and executives, leaders of immigrant advocacy groups, and focus groups of immigrant patients using an Investigator Award from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. From their findings, three interrelated concepts were observed (categorical inequality, institutional ambivalence, permanent institutional failure), all of which can be used to better understand the dynamics motivating the interactions between immigrants (or other disadvantaged minority groups), social service organizations and their programs.


Among multiculturalists, linking poverty, classism, and racism may appear intuitive. Certainly, the cultural and social forces that perpetuate inequality based on skin color and phenotype are similar to those forces inhabiting economic inequities. Although on the surface these "isms" are connected, complex associations between poverty, classism, and racism are difficult to discern.
Therefore, the focus of this chapter is fourfold. First, the authors discuss the historical roots of the Protestant work ethic (PWE), capitalism, and citizenship and their relation to poverty, classism, and racism. Second, the authors focus on psychology's attention to social class and classism, and elements of the social class worldview model are presented. Third, case vignettes illustrate the use of social class and classism in therapy. Finally, recommendations for mental health professionals to further understand their social class worldview are provided. This chapter only focuses on classism and poverty issues in the context of the United States, but the authors recognize that issues of inequality are global and some elements of this discussion may be applicable toward that discourse.


*Gender, Race, Class and Health* explores the intersection of the relationship between factors such as race, culture, economic structure, and gender and provides readers with an understanding of how these dimensions combine to influence health and health care in the United States. Through a social and behavioral science lens, this book sheds light on the structural and systemic nature of race, gender, and class disparities in health. Implications for improvement in health policy are discussed on a user friendly level applicable to an audience ranging from student to professional and anyone wanting to know more about the above factors and their influence on health.


This review reacts to the March 2002, Institute of Medicine (IOM) report *Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care* which found that “many minority patients receive a lower quality of health care than Whites, even when access-related factors are controlled”. Smedley argues for a more comprehensive model of the lived experience of race as it pertains to health care in the United States. He argues that much of the focus of the research literature either looks at individually mediated racism or at internalized, institutional or systemic levels of racism. Smedley recommends an intersectional analysis to “better understand the interaction of race with gender, socioeconomic status, geography, and other factors, and should consider the negative consequences of racism for Whites”.

This article serves as a review of two traditional models used for explaining inequality in social class disparities throughout the literature on health and education: the individual model and the structural model. Authors define the term model as assumptions pertaining to the sources of human behavior, rarely identified or acknowledged, but which are foundational to research and intervention. Subsequent to the review of these two models, authors build on their findings, providing a foundation for the third sociocultural self-model - a model that is supplemental to both the individual and structural model, allowing for a more complete understanding of the human behaviors that contribute towards generating inequality. This third model is proposed as foundational for reducing social class disparities in health and education.


Determinants of health data are changing with the continuous growth in minorities in the U.S. population. Significant variations in mortality and morbidity have been shown to exist based on race, education level, socioeconomic status, and sexual orientation. This chapter examines variations in health care among minority/majority populations by asking the following 4 questions: 1) What are some causes of population differences in health care?; 2) What accounts for differences in infant mortality, life expectancy, and cause of death among minority and majority populations?; 3) Why do minority populations in the US have a higher death rate from cancer than whites?; 4) How does racism affect health outcomes? Authors provide examples of individual case scenarios throughout the chapter with an additional section at the end of each chapter that includes recommended readings, online resources, and review questions pertinent to health care in minority and majority populations.

This article provides a review of racial disparities in the United States, specifically addressing the pattern that disparities in health and differences in socioeconomic status (SES) represent larger inequalities in society. Authors argue the need to further understand and address the role of race as it pertains to health disparities using three important factors: 1) Multidimensional social concomitants of race and how they affect health, 2) Pattern of disease distribution that occurs when variables such as migration history, status, SES, and context combine, 3) Re-examine historical social variations in health including medical care and genetics. Important aspects for research within all three categories are additionally discussed and examined.

**Intersections: Psychosocial and Behavioral Health**


Using data from the 1999-2004 National Health and Nutrition Surveys (NHANES), this study examines the relationship between depression (Major Depressive Disorder), weight status outcomes, SES, food insecurity, and demographic/lifestyle factors (physical activity and dietary intake). The sample consisted of 2217 young adult ranging in age from 20 – 39 years old. The purpose for studying the relationship between these variables is to focus on the pathway by which depression may affect the risk for obesity through other lifestyle factors, such as a more sedentary lifestyle and poorer dietary quality than in individuals who are non-depressed. The analysis uses both linear regression and structural equation models. Several key findings were observed suggesting major differences in the pathways linking SES, depression (MDD) and lifestyle factors to body weight outcomes. Authors additionally provide implications for these findings and the need for future research in an effort to develop future interventions.

This article describes current United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) initiatives to eliminate health disparities among the child and adolescent population. The authors provide suggestions specifically for ways child and adolescent psychiatrists can contribute to the Healthy People 2020 goal of achieving "health equity, eliminate disparities and improve the health of all groups." They offer suggestions on how to improve health care access, decrease discrimination, improve patient-provider communication, and improve quality and satisfaction outcomes. The article outlines current government initiatives to eliminate disparities and offers a list of suggestions, informed by existing relevant literature and based on professional experience, on ways to contribute to, and advocate for, the child and adolescent age group.


Objectives: To determine the priorities of low-income urban residents for interventions that address the socio-economic determinants of health. Methods: We selected and estimated the cost of 16 interventions related to education, housing, nutrition, employment, health care, healthy behavior, neighborhood improvement, and transportation. Low-income residents of Washington, D.C. (N = 431) participated in decision exercises to prioritize these interventions. Results: Given a budget valued at approximately twice an estimated cost of medical and dental care ($885), the interventions ultimately prioritized by the greatest percentage of individuals were: health insurance (95%), housing vouchers (82%) dental care (82%), job training (72%), adult education (63%), counseling (68%), healthy behavior incentives (68%), and job placement (67%). The percentages of respondents who received support for housing, adult education, and job training and placement were far less than the percentage who prioritized these interventions. Conclusions: Poor and low-income residents' priorities may usefully inform allocation of social services that affect health.

Many theories of risk perception and health behavior examine cognitive dimensions of risk (i.e., perceived susceptibility or severity) but not emotional dimensions. To address this gap, the authors examined the emotional component of risk perception (as worry) and its relation to cognitive assessments of risk, self-efficacy and response efficacy, and health protective action. Although people in poverty are at high risk for many health conditions, little is known about how concerned they are about these conditions or how their risk perceptions influence health actions. African Americans and Whites with incomes ≤$35,000 were surveyed (N = 431). Participants reported their worry level for 10 health risks. Among their highest worry risks, they identified the risk they took the most action and the risk they took the least action to prevent. Worry was low or moderate for each health risk and chronic conditions were of the most concern. For high- and low-action risks, response efficacy moderated the relation between cognitive risk perception and health protective action. For low-action risks, decisions to act were affected independently by cognitive and emotional responses. The results support the Risk Perception Attitude Framework and indicate the importance of using cognitive and emotional dimensions of risk in behavior change models.


This article highlights a study that explored various explanations of the health gradient that suggests higher socioeconomic status (SES) is related to better health outcomes and low SES is related to poorer health outcomes, and addressed psychological stress as a possible contributor. Sapolsky's findings suggests that to fully understand the gradient among low SES, poverty, and health, it is important to connect the material problems of low SES such as low income or access to health care; however, it is also important to consider the psychosocial factors related to poverty. Implications for clinicians are noted. The study, "Sick of poverty," appears in: Scientific American, 293, 6, 92-99, 2005.

This study examined relationships between neighborhood poverty and allostatic load in a low- to moderate-income multiracial urban community. The study tested the hypothesis that neighborhood poverty is associated with allostatic load, controlling for household poverty. Additionally, it examined the hypotheses that this association was mediated by psychosocial stress and health-related behaviors. The research findings concluded that neighborhood poverty was positively associated with allostatic load ($P < .05$), independent of household poverty and controlling for potential confounders. Relationships between neighborhood poverty were mediated by self-reported neighborhood environment stress but not by health-related behaviors. Neighborhood poverty is associated with wear and tear on physiological systems, and this relationship is mediated through psychosocial stress. These relationships are evident after accounting for household poverty levels. Efforts to promote health equity should focus on neighborhood poverty, associated stressful environmental conditions, and household poverty.

### Intersections: Providers and Interventions


This study utilizes four factors (poverty; education as a proxy for health literacy; presence of a mental health clinic in the neighborhood; and stigma toward mental health care) to determine if insurance expansion (health care coverage), as expected under the Affordable Care Act, will decrease the racial/ethnic health service disparities in behavioral health care access, with a specific focus on how these four factors affect mental health care use. The study uses data from the NIMH Collaborative Psychiatric Epidemiological Studies (2001-2003) and a reweighing method to estimate disparities in the presence and absence of insurance coverage. Findings indicate differences in disparities across racial/ethnic groups; furthermore results suggest a reduction in service disparities across racial/ethnic groups when combined with improved patient education and availability of community clinics.

The determinants of youth health disparities include poverty, unequal access to health care, poor environmental conditions, and educational inequities. Poor and minority children have more health problems and less access to health care than their higher socioeconomic status cohorts. Having more health problems leads to more absenteeism in school, which, in turn, can affect achievement. The educational level that one attains is a significant determinant of one’s earning potential and health. Those who learn more earn more money and have a better health status. Those who do not attain a high school diploma on average live 6 to 9 years less than those who do graduate from high school. Furthermore, their children also experience poorer health and the cycle is repeated. Achieving a high school diploma and a college degree is an acknowledged route out of poverty. However, that route is blocked for many poor and minority students. SOPHE is in a prime position to be the organization linking the health care, public health and education sectors in addressing the reduction of both health disparities and educational inequities. This article describes what SOPHE members can do both individually and collectively to reduce the health and educational inequities facing our most vulnerable children.


The system for providing mental health services to children is fragmented and complex, and children and their families face multiple barriers to accessing care. This is especially true for children in low-income families, who have the greatest rate of mental health disorders but have the highest underutilization of services. The first section of this paper describes the unmet need for children's mental health services, including reasons for the disproportionate need among low-income children. The second section provides a brief overview of the history of children's mental health policies. The third section outlines the types of services available to children, highlighting the problems with this service delivery system. This is followed by a discussion of barriers that families face in accessing care. The paper concludes with recommendations for improving this fragmented system of service delivery.

This article provides discussion on stereotype threat and health disparities. Stereotype threat has been shown to lead to lower performance in areas of assessment among others for individuals of low SES, may cause an altering of professional aspirations, lead to anxiety and negative emotions, and affect working memory capacity. The purpose of this review is to gain a better understanding of the factors that cause stereotype threat (potential sources and consequences of) and to identify ways to reduce stereotype threat for minority patients and minority and non-minority medical trainees. In the article, authors provide examples of features within a clinical setting that may contribute to stereotyping as well as the potential consequences of stereotype threat for minority patients. Additionally, authors discuss stereotype threat from the perspective of underrepresented minority trainees. A brief discussion of the effect of patient outcomes due to the diversity of the health care work force is provided along with a table outlining strategies to reduce stereotype threat for minority patients and minority and majority trainees. Example interventions and sample exercises are given.


The vital role pediatricians and other child clinicians can play in addressing health disparities is supported by evidence that poverty and its correlates limit early brain development and cognitive development, that future socioeconomic status and health influence each other across the life course and generations and that early intervention and schools can shape the life course of children. Socioeconomic status (SES) is strongly related to health across the life course. Children from low SES families are more likely to be born prematurely, experience intrauterine growth restriction and encounter perinatal complications. Exposure to adverse conditions including parental depression, abuse and neglect can have lasting detrimental effects on emotional development and stress responses. Pediatricians should advocate for local and national policies that promote child health. Pediatricians can help blunt the effects of poverty on children’s health throughout their life course and potentially on the future generations.

This paper discusses the 2-1-1 system, a 3-digit telephone information and referral system designed to connect callers with health and social services in their local communities. The article examines the use of the 2-1-1 system as an opportunity for reducing health disparities across the nation. Authors highlight both the limitations and strengths of this proposal, linking researchers and health systems (including hard-to-reach segments of the population) via the framework of 2-1-1. Recommendations on how to implement the potential opportunities are provided, including those specific to policy makers, service-delivery providers, and 2-1-1 system staff and personnel.


This paper addresses the child welfare system in relationship to improving socioeconomic status and reducing health disparities. Through the development of new ways to evaluate, new methodologies with which to explore, and advancements in data analysis, the author argues creative ways of scientifically evaluating the child welfare system. The implications for improved economic status and increased health outcomes among the one million children and families currently served by this system are also highlighted.


Media advocacy is a well-established strategy for transmitting health messages to the public. This paper discusses a media advocacy intervention that raised issues about how the public interprets messages about the negative effects of poverty on population health. In conjunction with the publication of a manuscript illustrating how income-related food insecurity leads to disparities related to the consumption of a popular food product across Canada (namely, Kraft Dinner®), we launched a media intervention intended to appeal to radio, television, print and Internet journalists. All the media coverage conveyed our intended message that food insecurity is a serious population health problem, confirming that message framing, personal narratives and visual imagery are important in persuading media outlets to carry stories about poverty as
a determinant of population health. Among politicians and members of the public (through on-line discussions), the coverage provoked on-message as well as off-message reactions. Population health researchers and health promotion practitioners should anticipate mixed reactions to media advocacy interventions, particularly in light of new Internet technologies. Opposition to media stories regarding the socio-economic determinants of population health can provide new insights into how we might overcome challenges in translating evidence into preventive interventions.


This article supports the tenant, that in order to provide quality health care today, practitioners must be culturally competent. Funding sources, such as the federal government, recognize the need to prepare culturally competent clinicians. The mission of the National Health Service Corps (NHSC), a federal program, is to increase access to primary care services and reduce health disparities by assisting in the preparation of community-responsive, culturally competent primary care clinicians. This study evaluated an NHSC program that funded, in part, health professional students' educational programs.

**Intersections: Chronic Disease**


Neighborhood context may be representative of more than one factor as it pertains to the etiology of mental health outcomes. Social context, physical (exposure to violence), and economic (work opportunities) are additional factors that can fall within the overarching framework of neighborhood context. Authors of this study identified neighborhood features associated with differential risk for depressive and anxiety disorders (DAD) across racial/ethnic groups. Using a nationally representative data sample from the Collaborative Psychiatric Epidemiology Studies (CPES –Gecode file, N=13,837), authors found evidence that neighborhood features associated with risk for DAD vary across racial/ethnic groups, and possibly sub-ethnicity. Neighborhood features will vary in risk of DAD depending on individual race/ethnicity and, therefore, may affect neighborhood mental health outcomes, indicating a need for future studies examining the mechanisms by which these neighborhood characteristics differ in their impact on mental health outcomes.

This article examines the health disparities associated with the U.S. HIV epidemic. Authors provide a developmental model illustrating a framework for health disparities and HIV/AIDS across the lifespan. Factors such as individual influences, social and behavioral, economic conditions, access to care, and psychosocial influences are discussed in relationship to longer-term HIV disease trajectory and the need for a decrease in the health disparities associated within the context of the HIV epidemic.


“Cancer Disparities: Causes and Evidence-Based Solutions” is a 542 page evidence based book that offers concrete solutions in the understanding, prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment of a variety of cancer. It provides detailed analyses by authorities in the field of the factors resulting in disparities across the cancer continuum for a wide range of populations including ethnic and racial, SES, access to and use of service, insurance status, geographic location, and differences in treatment. Authors include highly respected cancer specialists such as faculty of the American Cancer Society.


Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death worldwide, with a projected increase in incidence in developed and developing countries. This paper reviews the literature on the role of poverty and socioeconomic deprivation in cardiovascular disease and outline ways to tackle poverty. The literature acknowledges the individual risk factors for cardiovascular disease, but highlights the negative effects of neighborhood deprivation on the incidence of cardiovascular disease and its mortality rates. The studies show that equitable access to health care is not evident and those in less affluent neighborhoods have greater disease incidence and increased mortality and morbidity rates, particularly for angina, myocardial infarction, and heart failure. The approach to reducing disease rates needs to be conducted from an individual
level to the societal level and needs to prevent and treat heart disease (particularly in deprived neighborhoods). Nurses and health professionals must drive health policy so that progress can be achieved in reducing the disease rates.


Cardiovascular disease remains a health issue in North America, particularly for marginalized citizens. Although lifestyle issues and behavioral risk reduction continue to dominate prevention initiatives, an emerging literature suggests that contextual factors such as poverty and social exclusion also influence health. Using group and personal interviews (N = 38), this research explored the social and economic contexts shaping heart health-related experiences from the perspectives of low-income, lone mothers. The transcripts were analyzed using McKinlay and Marceau's upstream-midstream-downstream framework. The overriding pattern characterizing lone mothers' discussions was that the women felt out of the mainstream of everyday life. They lacked the resources and power to effect change, particularly regarding heart health behaviors that were not perceived to be a priority compared to more pressing survival issues. Results are discussed in terms of concepts from the population health and social determinants literature, concluding with policy implications for enhancing health while living in poverty.


Chronic diseases include a heterogeneous group of conditions that usually emerge in middle age after a long exposure to unhealthy consumption patterns. To a large extent, chronic diseases have common underlying characteristics: a few common risk factors that act independently and synergistically, a long latency between cumulative exposure to risk and disease outcomes, a high degree of preventability, a low cure rate necessitating decades of treatment, considerable comorbidity, and strong linkages to poverty and development. They are predominantly caused by noninfectious diseases. The focus of this chapter is on leading chronic disease killers: cardiovascular diseases (mainly coronary heart disease and stroke), common cancers, chronic respiratory diseases (mainly chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma) and diabetes. Other chronic diseases are covered elsewhere.
Emphasis is given to unhealthy consumption and activity patterns--tobacco use, unhealthy diets, and physical inactivity--and the resulting intermediate risks, such as raised blood pressure, obesity, and abnormal glucose and lipid metabolism.

The epidemiology, demography, current and future trends, and economic implications of these chronic diseases and their risks are briefly summarized. The policy responses and impediments to progress in addressing chronic diseases are briefly described.